Open and Interact with Visio
Drawings on Apple OS X, iOS and
Android
October 15, 2014
Nektony today announces its next set of updates of VSD Viewer, the app that processes
Microsoft Visio files on iOS and Android devices. VSD Viewer is a professional level Visio
drawings viewer. Easily view, interact, share, print, convert to PDF any MS Visio drawing. VSD
Viewer supports specific features required by professionals who need to preview drawings in
detail - with Layers and even Shape Data. Any of VSD Viewers now support the latest Microsoft
Visio themes including specific details.

Odesa, Ukraine - Nektony today announces the release of big updates for VSD Viewer on all
supported platforms: Mac OS, iOS, and Android. Any of VSD Viewers now supports the latest
Microsoft Visio themes including specific details. The Android version also gained such features
as displaying of shape data, switching of layers, and visibility of guidelines.
Microsoft Visio theme is a predefined style that can be applied with a single click to a document
page as well as to multiple documents. Comparing to other Microsoft products, Visio themes
consist of two basic sets: colors and specific effects for font, fills, shadows, lines and connectors.
Current versions of VSD Viewers can process all themes' effects. Themes are widely used in all
types of Visio drawings.
Visio Shape Data is a special feature, which allows users to create arrays of named properties,
set value for every property, add the data to an ordinary drawing in order to make it more
meaningful and representative. Mostly shape data is used in network diagrams and construction
floor-plans.
Activating of these features is as easy and intuitive as navigating drawings' pages. Every object
that contains shape data displayed with an action button, there is no need to inspect object
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properties; the app does it for you beforehand. The VSD Viewer is ideal for users who had to just
open and preview Visio diagrams as a reference and especially useful for teams that need to
collaborate from remote places.

Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 18.1 MB

Pricing and Availability:
VSD Viewer 7.0.1 is $9.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Business category.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable, and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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